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Executive Summary

This project aims to present a novel methodology for identifying grammatical
distribution drift. To showcase the methodology, two major natural lan-
guage processing (NLP) general language model benchmarks are tested for
grammatical distribution drift between train and test splits.
In a recent publication, state of the art (SoTA) language models have
been shown to have grammatical pitfalls with high failure rates on specific
grammatical constructs. At the time of writing, there is also a growing
amount of academic interest in data quality and engineering of machine
learning systems. This project is based on these two motivations. It aims to
provide a new perspective on feature engineering in NLP machine learning.
Potentially this method and relevant grammatical encodings could be used
to investigate the causes for the aforementioned pitfalls. However due to the
size of SoTA pre-training datasets and models, this particular investigation
remains out of the scope of this project. Due to computational restrictions,
the use of benchmarks rather than (pre-)training datasets is adopted.
This project presents two new encodings of grammatical attributes to be
used in conjunction with current SoTA benchmarks and datasets. These
encodings are designed to be used for a method for detecting grammatical
distribution drift which is also presented in this report. The method allows
a user to investigate the degree to which two datasets vary in grammatical
distribution by detecting a difference in distribution in the frequency of each
syntactic dependency for each textual attribute of a data point. Following
this, the method expands to be able to determine if a given grammatical drift
is the cause of random shuffling or if the splits are statistically likely to have
been (intentionally or unintentionally) manufactured to contain a difference
in distribution.
The two grammatical encodings presented include two representations. Firstly,
the POS-tree which is a tree representation in which the nodes are made up
of part-of-speech tags which have been inferred from tokens in the text. The
second representation is the Syntactic Dependency Counter (SDC) which
extracts the syntactic dependencies from text and stores the frequency of
each category of dependency.
The first step of the method encodes the textual features of data points into
their relevant grammatical encoding. Then using the SDC encoding, the
frequencies of syntactic dependency labels are treated as features of each data
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Executive Summary

point. By considering the distributions of each syntactic dependency in the two
datasets, I am able to determine if the two distributions are statistically likely
to have been drawn from the same distribution. Hence I am able to determine
if there is a difference in distribution for each syntactic dependency label and
subsequently evaluate the total difference in grammatical distribution.
For the second stage of the method, in order to provide insight into the
construction of the two datasets, I perform a repeated merge, shuffle and
resplit of the data. This process allows me to statistically determine if the
original configuration of the data is substantially likely to have been created
in a way that methodically produced a difference in distribution or if the data
is likely the product of random shuffling.
As mentioned above, to showcase the method, this project analyses 2 popular
SoTA NLP benchmarks, GLUE and SuperGLUE, for a difference in gram-
matical distribution between task train and test splits. Using the presented
method exposes grammatical drift in all but one task. These results also
include identifying intentional use of out-of-distribution data exclusively in test
splits. Powerfully, specific to the Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability (CoLA)
test, the results show that, through supervision of the grammatical structures
used in datasets, out-of-distribution data can still be used to test models on
a more representative set of data without possibly disadvantaging the model
by introducing severe grammatical distribution drift.
The work done in this project does not present any particular legal, social,
ethical, professional or commercial issues.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Aims

In this project, I aim to present a methodical approach to measuring gram-
matical distributions in NLP datasets. I use this method to investigate the
grammatical distributions in train/test splits of popular NLP benchmarks.
Along with the method itself, this report presents and evaluates two forms of
grammatical encoding which are used in combination with the method.

1.2 Restrictions

Even though this report analyses state of the art benchmarks and discusses
datasets used to train and test state of the art models, the sizes of the models
themselves and the datasets required to train and test such large models mean
that it has become increasingly common to require extremely large amounts
of computational power [1]. The lack of availability of such high levels of
computational power means that during this project, several compromises are
made to achieve satisfactory results. Namely, the scope of the project has
adjusted over time, there remain two sections of experimentation which would
supplement this project well but remain untested for future work. Firstly,
an analysis of how drift in grammatical distribution affects state of the art
(SoTA) model performance could support greatly the use of the findings
within this project. Following this, an analysis of the grammatical distribution
of pre-training datasets rather than fine-tuning datasets would help indicate
to what extent the models have already ‘learned from’ other grammatical
distributions.

1.3 Motivation

1.3.1 Testing NLP Models

This project was greatly inspired by Checklist [2]. Checklist presents a
framework to create and run behavioural tests of natural language processing
(NLP) neural network models. In the relevant paper, the authors report
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1 Introduction

failure rates of up to 100% for state of the art models such as BERT-base
and the models provided via a paid API by Google, Microsoft and Amazon
against test cases which seem very straightforward to any English speaker.
It is clear that it will not be acceptable for production-level models which are
used in industry to perform so poorly on realistic and simple examples such
as the failures described above, see Example 1.1 for an example from [2].
Diagnosing why models do not perform given these different examples is not
an aim of Checklist. Checklist does not offer any explanation or suggestion
for a given model’s performance.
Explainability and clarity of AI is a hot topic in machine learning [3]–[6].
Particularly in the domain of NLP, where researchers and businesses are
seeking valid explanations for the ethical issues I go on to mention in Section
1.3.2. The Transformer architecture is present in most SoTA models in NLP
and visualisation of attention [7] provides some clarity into neural networks
which are usually seen as black boxes. However, if there are blatant issues at
that stage in the pipeline then there is still little diagnosis that can be done
to provide direction for the programmer to investigate. Too often, much
time is lost investigating architectures, implementation details and model
configuration when the problem lies in the earliest part of the pipeline: the
data.

1.3.2 The Importance of Data in NLP Neural
Networks

It is undisputed that data quality for machine learning is of the utmost
importance [8] and yet the focus on creating performant models often falls
on model architecture and fine-tuning rather than on the quality of the data
[9]. However, in recent years attention around data quality has started to
grow [9]–[12].
One reason for the growth in interest around data in machine learning
pipelines is due to the pressure researchers and engineers have been under
to explain why models are perpetuating social inequality through echoing
stereotypes [13]–[15], under-representing social groups [16]–[18] and even
creating negative biases towards mentions of disability [19].

1.3.3 Data Quality

As discussed in Section 1.3.2, data engineering and analysis is often a dis-
proportionally overlooked part of machine learning. Due to the variance of
data quality, structure and format, it is impossible to define a step-by-step
guide on processing data for every machine learning task. There are many
known issues that can arise from errors in data including datasets with skewed
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1 Introduction

distributions, mislabelled data and training a model which works on training
and test data but not real-world data.
One difficulty with verifying the quality of data is that it is labour-intensive.
It can be difficult to perform an automatic or computed analysis of the quality
of data since often you will be looking for problems that you do not know
exist yet. Without insuring the data is of sufficient quality, how can you
know that any lack of performance is not caused by a problem in the data?
There can be many issues in data that lead to poor/misleading performance
in machine learning models.
With certain problems, recording data can be expensive [20], difficult or
even dangerous [21]. Equally, some problems may simply have extremely
complicated relationships which need to be learned. For models which learn
through gradient descent and gradual weight adjustment, large amounts of
data will be required to acquire this complicated knowledge. For example, the
pre-training of GPT-3, a headline-worthy [22] pre-trained general language
model, was done on over 260 billion tokens [23].
It is essential that training data represents the data in the real world. In NLP,
out-of-domain data problems make up their own extensive area of research [24].
This project focuses specifically on identifying non-representative training
data but where research in this topic usually focuses on semantics and domain-
specific data; this project considers the linguistic properties of data such as
grammatical structures used and sentiment-in-sentence distribution.
For example, English speakers are used to structures which Checklist has been
used to show state of the art models fail consistently on [2], see Example
1.1 from [2]. A sentence with a negated positive phrase split by a clause of
neutral sentiment should remain negative. During the behavioural tests done
by Ribeiro et al., Microsoft’s, Google’s and Amazon’s commercial Sentiment
analysis models followed by BERT and RoBERTa had failure rates of 98.4,
100.0, 100.0, 74.0 and 30.2 respectively on tests with this structure [2].

Example 1.1. ‘I wouldn’t say, given it’s a Tuesday, that this pilot was great’.

This project presents a way to use extended sentence parse trees and syntactic
dependency labels to compare and contrast training and test datasets of
different benchmark tasks to investigate train-test grammatical distribution
disparity.

3



2 Background

2.1 Encoding Text

Embeddings Neural networks work using numerical inputs therefore text
inputs need to be encoded into a numerical representation. Usually, this is done
with word embeddings or encodings [25], [26] which are vector representations
of words. Variations of word embeddings include sentence embeddings [27]
as well as one-hot encodings or, similarly, count-vectorising.

Part-of-Speech Tagging Part-of-Speech (POS) tags provide a way of
labelling tokens in text with a grammatical class. A basic form of POS-
tagging is often taught in schools with a subset of POS-tags usually including
but not limited to the following example tags: ‘verb’, ‘noun’, ‘connective’,
‘adjective’, ‘adverb’ etc. POS-tagging is one of the attributes I go on to use
in combination with parse trees to classify sentence structures.
The action of tagging was originally a completely manual task but has
more recently become a task completed using a variety of methods. These
methods include dynamic programming algorithms (such as the popular Viterbi
algorithm [28]). It is common to see hidden Markov models implemented in
POS-tagging algorithms [29]. As with many modern NLP elements, machine
learning is now very popular for POS-tagging. In this case, computers analyse
corpora of text which has been appropriately tagged already and try to learn
how to tag tokens through supervised learning [30], [31].

Syntactic Dependency Parsing The process of parsing syntactic depend-
encies involves identifying how separate tokens depend on others as a result
of grammatical/syntactic rules. For example, given the phrase ‘He ate cake.’,
‘he’ has a subject-dependency on the verb ‘ate’ due to the subject-verb
relationship.

Named Entity Recognition Named entity recognition involves labelling
the named entities within a given piece of text. Commonly named entities
include people, geo-political entities (e.g. states or countries) and organisations
such as businesses, charities etc.
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2 Background

2.2 A Brief History of Language Models in
Machine Learning

Initially, vector representations of words were learned [25], [26] and then used
in networks designed to only answer one task. This means that once a model
was trained, the learned features could not be reused on a different task.
Recursive neural networks (RNNs) [32]–[40] and subsequently particularly
long-short term memory networks (LSTMs) [41]–[44] were used to improve
representations by keeping track of the context around words using memory
built into the networks and the recursive nature of the networks [45]. However,
these still revolved around task-specific networks.
Following those approaches, pre-training models (especially models with
Transformer architectures) began to grow in popularity [23], [27], [46]–[52].
The concept of pre-training can be seen as a form of transfer learning [53].
Pre-training often consists of unsupervised learning tasks such as predicting
missing words in a given sentence [23], [48]. After being pre-trained, these
models are then trained on task-specific training datasets so that the model
can learn how to use the ‘understanding’ it has gained from the pre-training
step to solve the task-specific problems. This step is usually referred to as fine-
tuning the model. Models which have been pre-trained and are task-agnostic
are often referred to as ‘general language models’.

2.3 Transformers

As mentioned above, the current state of the art models generally use the
Transformer architecture. The Transformer architecture was introduced by
Vaswani et al. in 2017 [46]. At the time, attention mechanisms were proving
successful additions to recursive and encoder-decoder models [54]–[56]. The
Transformer was the first entire architecture to be oriented around an attention
mechanism.
Attention mechanisms in NLP refer to a method of weighting the importance
of other inputs during a sequential input. For example, standard recursive
neural networks work by passing the output of a given input back into the
model along with the next input. Attention mechanisms provide the model
with a way of learning specifically which other inputs to ‘pay attention to’.
For example, given the input ‘I am really interested in cars’, when the model
is considering the input token ‘interested’, it may ‘pay attention to’ the words
‘cars’ and ‘I’ in order to understand that the subject of the sentence has a
positive sentiment towards cars.
In this project, I make use of RoBERTa [49] as a key part of my grammatical
encoding pipeline. At the time of writing, the base configuration of RoBERTa
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2 Background

still holds 10th place in the SuperGLUE leaderboard and furthermore, 4 out
of the top 10 models on the leaderboard have used different versions of
RoBERTa to achieve their scores1. RoBERTa improves on BERT by altering
the pre-training of BERT with a focus on the importance of a variety of
different hyperparameters and also find that BERT’s performance could be
greatly improved by increasing the amount of pre-training performed [49].
Its predecessor, BERT uses Bi-directional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (hence the name) which means that during its pre-training
stage, it learns to depend on both the left and right context of a token and
therefore considers the tokens to the left and to the right of the token input
when encoding the token.

2.4 Benchmarks

GLUE [57] and SuperGLUE [58] are both benchmarks for general-purpose
language understanding systems. They consist of several subtasks for which
each model is evaluated. Therefore in order to score highly in the benchmark,
a model has to perform well on a variety of tasks. GLUE contains nine Natural
Language Understanding (NLU) tasks. In this project, I use several to analyse
how performance differs between models trained on different datasets.
One such task is the Binary Classification Stanford Sentiment Treebank
Benchmark (SST-2) [59]. As a benchmark, the task is a binary classification
sentiment analysis task using the movie reviews dataset created by Pang and
Lee [60] and parsed by the Stanford Parser [61]. In the binary benchmark, each
sentence is marked as either a positive statement or a negative statement.
However, in the fine-grained task each sentence is labelled as one of 5
categories: ‘very negative’, ‘negative’, ‘neutral’, ‘positive’ and ‘very positive’.
Later in this report, I address the methods and aims addressed in SST-2 (see
Section 2.5). For a full list of subtasks analysed in this project see Table
5.1.

2.5 Embeddings vs. Parse Trees

Word-embedding representations are used to represent text in many SoTA
machine learning use cases [23], [51]. Sentence embeddings are also used to
provide vector representations of sentence semantics [27]. However these em-
beddings capture a word or sentence’s semantic meaning alone and therefore
lose attributes such as syntactic dependencies [25].

1https://super.gluebenchmark.com/leaderboard
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2 Background

Parse trees are a common representation of text used in NLP [31]. The
Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST) [59] is one of several tasks which make
up the GLUE benchmark. SST uses a treebank containing parse trees of
11,855 sentences. The aim of the paper and the treebank is to create deep
neural network models with higher accuracy on sentiment analysis tasks
by training those models on the trees. Socher et al. introduce Recursive
Neural Tensor Networks which represent phrases as trees where leaf nodes
are labelled with tokens based on grammatical dependencies and all nodes
have an inferred value of sentiment. The sentiment value is first derived from
the leaf nodes and then combined as the tree is traversed from the leaf nodes
upwards. This project adapts the Recursive Neural Tensor Network models
for use with any attribute such as POS-tags.

2.6 Data Drift

The concept of data drift is usually used to describe the effect of a distribution
change between training and deployment data [62]. Popular data drift
detection libraries such as Alibi-Detect [63] conduct data drift detection
on NLP datasets however, they work by first encoding the text. By using
the word embedding representations of the text and throwing away the
explicit grammatical properties which can be inferred from the raw text I
believe that they could be ignoring possible drift present in the distribution of
grammatical structures used. To contrast this, in this project I test specifically
the grammatical attributes of text for distribution drift between training and
test splits.

2.7 Popular Pre-Training Datasets

BookCorpus The BookCorpus was created to train a sentence embedding
model which was part of the work done by Zhu et al. to capitalise on the
manual transformation that has been done to make films out of existing
books. The dataset itself consists of books written by unpublished authors
with a length of more than 20k words. BookCorpus [64] has since popular
dataset used to pre-train the likes of DeBERTa [51], BERT [48] and other
BERT-based models.

English Wikipedia Dump Wikimedia provide dumps of all Wikimedia
wikis with splits for each language. These dumps are provided at least as
frequently as each month so continue to grow in size. Models which have
used these dumps for pre-training include BERT [48] and T5 [65].
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2 Background

CommonCrawl Amazon Public Datasets store the CommonCrawl dataset.
CommonCrawl is a publicly available corpus of web crawl data and has
been used to train the likes of GPT-3 [23]. A subset of CommonCrawl,
STORIES, was created and used by Trinh & Le [66] to show that diversity of
training data plays an important role in test performance. Further subsets of
CommonCrawl are also used in the training of non-English models such as
PANGU-α [50]. STORIES was also used in the pre-training of both RoBERTa
[49] and DeBERTa [51].

Open WebText Due to issues in the quality of the entire CommonCrawl
dataset [66], GPT-2 was pre-trained on a new corpus of web crawl data
created just for GPT-2. The new corpus came from scraping web pages that
had already been curated/filtered by humans. The pages to crawl came from
following all outbound links from Reddit on posts that had at least 3 karma.
Open WebText is a recreation of this dataset and has subsequently been
used to pre-train RoBERTa and DeBERTa [51] a new corpus of web crawl
data created just for GPT-2. The new corpus came from scraping web pages
that had already been curated/filtered by humans. The pages to crawl came
from following all outbound links from Reddit on posts that had at least 3
karma.

2.8 Dataset Splitting

There are many ways to split a dataset into train and test splits. This project
uses statistical methods to analyse the probability that the grammatical
distributions of datasets have been split randomly.
One simple method is to shuffle the data and then randomly split or to
randomly sample the data as is used in [67]. Even though this approach
is simple, some cases call for greater control over the splits. For example,
stratified sampling is commonly used to ensure that each category of a data
point in a train split is suitably in the test split [68]. Furthermore, commonly
datasets are adversely split by reserving data from other distributions to be
used in the datasets or by exploiting common weaknesses [69]. This can be
done to increase the difficulty of a benchmark intentionally [70].
Alternatively, one can opt to use the ‘hold x out’ strategy in which every xth

data point is ‘held out’ and reserved for the test split [71].
It is important to note that even though a wide variety of dataset splitting
techniques can be used, any kind of intentional proportional enforcement
is usually to control the distribution of data point labels and not secondary
attributes such as grammatical distribution [68].
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3 Methodology

3.1 Overview

The aim of this project is to explore the presence of grammatical distribution
drift in NLP benchmark tasks. Below I give an overview of my approach with
details on the following pages.

Data Representation

In order to compare the splits of benchmarks I need a way to encode the
grammatical attributes of data points. In the first section of my methodology,
I outline a couple of options I considered, how I constructed them, how they
will be parsed from the textual attributes of the data points and finally an
evaluation. I outline the different positives and negatives of each representa-
tion in general. Section 3.2 explains fully the data representations created
and how they were evaluated.

Benchmarks

With established data-types implemented to track the grammatical distribu-
tions of datasets I can begin to test the datasets themselves. During the
benchmark investigation portion of the paper I run my grammatical analysis
on the test-train splits of different benchmarks. See Section 3.3 for the
detailed methodology of my benchmark analysis.

Causal Analysis

To complement the analysis performed on the benchmarks I perform a further
investigation to try and provide answers and explanations for the results found
in the benchmark analysis. One way I do this is by using random shuffling of
the test and train data to analyse the probability that the official split was
the result of random shuffling.

9
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Linguistic Attributes

Due to the extensive use of syntactic dependencies, the final part of this project
consists of a small analysis of the frequency of syntactic dependency labels
to see if any relationship between complexity and grammatical distribution
drift is present.

3.2 Data Representations

3.2.1 POS-Trees

In order to compare datasets, I knew I was going to have to analyse certain
features of the datasets. To keep track, compare and manipulate these
features I had to create a model for storing this information. Parse-trees are
frequently used to represent grammatical structures in text including in the
SST-2 benchmark as described in Section 2.5. Using parse-trees enables me
to store multiple attributes about each token without ever losing the structure
of the input.

Figure 3.1: Visualisation of the parse-tree of the phrase ’Here is an example
tree.’

Parsing Text To go from text to trees, I made use of two very popular and
famous NLP python libraries called SpaCy1 and NLTK2. My implementation,
SentTree, is attribute agnostic in that nodes of the tree do not have to
have any grammatical representation. For example, as with the trees in the
Stanford Treebank [59], the trees could be used to represent sentiment trees
where leaf nodes represent the sentiment of tokens in a sentence. However,
due to the grammatical focus of this project, when I refer to parse-trees or
trees in general I am referring to single attribute POS trees unless otherwise
specified.
In order to parse a sentence into the tree representation, firstly the sentence
is passed through a SpaCy NLP pipeline. I made use of SpaCy’s pre-trained

1https://spacy.io/
2http://www.nltk.org/
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3 Methodology

general language Transformer model3 which have many pipeline steps imple-
mented including POS-tagging, syntactic dependency parsing, named entity
recognition and lemmatisation. However, for parsing text into POS-tree rep-
resentations, all steps except for dependency parsing and POS-tagging were
removed to increase performance. The SpaCy Transformer model uses the
base configuration of RoBERTa. The sentiment attribute of each token can
be analysed with the use of an extension called spaCyTextBlob4 (integrating
TextBlob5 into the spaCy pipeline).
Even though visualising the trees themselves does not play a large role during
the analysis stage of the project, it was essential for quality assurance; ensuring
that the Transformer model provided by SpaCy and the tree-builder worked
correctly together. See Figure 3.1 for an example parse tree representation.

Measuring Tree Frequencies For each data point in each dataset, I split
the text into sentences and then parse each one into a tree representation.
By hashing each instance of each tree, I count its appearances in the text.
When comparing the counting results of two datasets, I iterate through the
trees in each set. I then calculate what percentage of the results are made
up by the tree. The comparison then also iterates through each dataset and
records the difference in distributions. For example, if 4 sentences which
appear in dataset 1, d1, share the same abstract-tree representation, t, out of
20 sentences in d1 then tree t is said to represent 1

4 of the sentences in d1.

3.2.2 Syntactic Dependency Counter (SDC)

To complement my investigation using POS-tags, I also utilise the syntactic
dependency parsing stage to count the appearance of certain relationships
within text spans seen by models. Namely, I created a syntactic dependency
counter which is added to each data point in a given dataset.

Parsing Text For tasks with one input, I run that input through the same
SpaCy pipeline which is used for POS-tree parsing and count the number
of occurrences of each syntactic dependency label. For a full list of labels
used in this process, see Table 5.2. I then compare these counts between the
train and test splits to verify that there is no drift in grammatical distribution
between splits. For tasks with multiple inputs, the process is very similar
however, each textual input is analysed separately.

3https://spacy.io/models/en#en_core_web_trf
4https://spacytextblob.netlify.app/
5https://textblob.readthedocs.io/
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For example, the CommitmentBank [72] is a 3-class entailment classification
task in SuperGLUE which was created to investigate the projection of finite
clausal complements. This task provides the model with a premise, a stream of
text which includes at least one embedded clause and a hypothesis. The model
is then asked to classify the hypothesis as entailing or contradicting premise or
a final third option which the model can use if the hypothesis neither entails
nor contradicts the premise. For this task, my analyser looks at each data
point and counts the number of appearances of all syntactic dependencies
within the premise, then the stream of text and finally, the hypothesis and each
distribution of frequencies remain separate. These frequencies are recorded
before performing the same action on the hypotheses.

3.2.3 Representation Evaluation

Initially, the POS-tree representation seems like a strong candidate for a
representation to use in this project for several reasons. My implementation
can handle multiple attributes therefore analysis can be performed across
any token-attribute such as sentiment, syntactic-dependency or word em-
bedding. Furthermore, the representation comes with a very convenient and
intuitive visual representation, this means that complicated structures can
be quickly explained by looking at the tree which can display the token and
the attribute side by side in the correct position on the tree. On the other
hand, the syntactic-dependency counter (SDC) representation can be used in
conjunction with a graphing library to visualise one data point with respect
to other data points but has no intuitive visualisation of a single point alone.
This means that the SDC representation makes single data points harder to
visualise based on counts alone as it would require a complete understanding
of all possible syntactic dependencies and how they commonly link.

Example 3.1. Equal SDC values:
My dog is the winner. (AUX (NOUN PRON) (NOUN DET) PUNCT)
The winner is my dog. (AUX (NOUN DET) (NOUN PRON) PUNCT)

However, due to the fine-grained nature of the POS-trees it means that
naturally, the groups of POS-trees have much lower frequencies. This results
in a couple of downsides. Firstly, the tree representation places importance
on the position of subtrees within a given tree and therefore does not bucket
together two trees with the same grammatical features but in different places
in the hierarchy. For example, given the sentences in Example 3.1, these
two sentences share the same SDC value as they contain the same syntactic
dependencies but because of the change in order, they are represented
by different POS-trees. Even though this positional dimension can add
extra information and a greater understanding of the distributions (especially
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important when analysing models which do not use bi-directional encoding so
position matters even more), it results in low frequencies as it is much easier
for samples to fall into different tree representations. The low frequencies also
make it much harder to statistically compare distributions for drift. Since this
requirement is so strict, it could be useful if someone was trying to cleanse
a dataset so that it was limited to a specific set of grammatical structures.
However, in this project, I test datasets from tasks that are not required to
have any grammatical limitation by design.
The granularity of POS-trees also has a negative bi-product on its scaled
graphing interpretations. Because of the low frequencies it means that
graphing an entire dataset of POS-trees causes extremely dense histograms
with the majority of POS-tree counts being at 1 or 2. Potentially this issue
could be overcome when analysing much larger datasets such as pre-training
datasets as the higher number of data points may begin to compensate for
the granularity of the representation. Unfortunately, that analysis would
require more computational power than was available during the course of
this project so it remains open.
Finally, there is a key distinction to be made between my implementation
of the two encodings. The POS-tree can be extracted from only one whole
sentence at a time while the SDC representation does not have such a
limitation. This could benefit as it has a weaker assumption about the text
being processed but also a weakness as it could hinder comparisons between
data points.
Considering all of the points raised above, I use both representations during
the project. For statistical analysis, I use the SDC encoding due to its
similarity to standard numerical data point features. While I present some
results using the POS-Tree, I also later suggest some of the practical use
cases to which it may lend itself.

3.3 Benchmark Analysis

Due to the importance placed on benchmarks to distinguish models based on
their performance, given the ability to analyse syntactic distributions gave me
the perfect tool to analyse an element of these benchmarks which is often
not explicitly explored. During this part of the project, I analyse train/test
splits of benchmark datasets to see how much they differ.

3.3.1 Benchmark Choice

As outlined in Section 2.4, GLUE and SuperGLUE are popular benchmarks
used to assess general language models’ level of natural language understand-
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ing. The benchmarks have been used to evaluate and compare state of the
art models such as GPT-3 [23], Google’s T5 [65], DeBERTa [51] as well as
many others. Therefore, it is due to this popularity and regular appearance
in papers presenting state of the art models, that it makes sense to test the
tasks included in the two benchmarks. See Table 5.1 for a full list of tasks
analysed in this project.

3.3.2 POS-Tree Counting

Despite the majority of the statistical analysis of this project being performed
on the SDC representations of datasets, initially, I capitalise on the granularity
of the POS-tree to check for disparity between the train and test splits. The
POS-tree encoding stage produces a dictionary mapping with string encodings
of the POS-trees as keys and sentences which have been resolved to the
POS-tree as the values. These missing trees are found by iterating through
the POS-tree representations of the data points in the test splits and then
querying the train split’s dictionary with the string representation of the
POS-tree. If the query returns with a set of sentences then it is given that
that specific type of POS-tree has been seen by models in the train split at
least once. If not, then the tree is completely new and has not been seen in
the training set.
Following the use of POS-trees for finding missing trees, I use the tree counts
which have been found during the POS-tree encoding of the datasets to see
if the proportion of specific POS-trees vary between train and test splits.

3.3.3 Syntactic Dependency Label Drift

Each task in the GLUE and SuperGLUE benchmarks provide the model being
tested with one or more textual features. For every feature, I encode the
frequency of each of the 45 different syntactic dependency labels. This
encoding is performed on each data point in both the train and test splits
of the task. Following the encoding, on a label by label basis, I perform
a statistical test on the frequencies from both splits to determine if the
frequencies of the label in both splits are statistically likely to have been
drawn from the same distribution.

3.3.4 Conclusion

By using the methodology outlined in this section I hope to gain a firm under-
standing of which tasks, if any, present a difference in distribution between
train/test splits. This information allows me to continue the investigation
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to test if a drift in distribution affects the performance of models on such
subtasks.

3.4 Investigating Detected Drift

I subsample the tasks based on the results from the initial benchmark analysis.
Using this subsample, I analyse the datasets further including by iterating
through alternative permutations of the datasets to see investigate how
alternative splits could have been made.

3.4.1 Recreating Other Splits

In order to indicate whether a difference in grammatical distribution has been
introduced to different splits for certain tasks I follow a simple procedure
in order to find a distribution of feature drift. After recording the initial
grammatical distribution drift between splits, I merge the splits before shuffling
the data and creating random splits. The new random splits are analysed for
grammatical distribution drift and recorded before repeating many times. By
repeating this step many times I am able to estimate a distribution of feature
drift and calculate the probability of the initial drift appearing as a result of
random shuffling.

3.4.2 Statistical Analysis

During this part of the project, I perform a statistical analysis on the different
splits. In Section 3.2 I explain the difference in granularity between the two
suggested representations. To complement the statistics gained following
the method outlined, I also sample and analyse the BookCorpus [64] which
contains data from a single source and is not processed into multiple splits.
Even though it would be optimal to use the entire datasets, the datasets
are extremely large. As discussed in Section 2.7, BookCorpus is a popular
pre-training dataset that consists of sentences from unpublished books. I
shuffle samples of the dataset together before performing the same procedure
of recreating splits on the shuffled data.

3.5 Implementation

It is key that the work produced during this project is reproducible and
maintainable. To enable this, I used popular, free and platform-agnostic
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open source projects which are listed below. Specifically, HuggingFace and
SpaCy are frequently used in SoTA NLP research [73]–[75] due to their
implementations of SoTA methodology such as the parsing pipelines used in
this project. I have also included a flowchart that summarises the methodology
and the stages at which each library is used.
Tools and languages:

• All steps of the process are implemented in Python 3.8.
• Datasets provided using HuggingFace6.
• Grammatical encoding implemented with SpaCy and NLTK (exclusively

for POS-trees)
• Statistical analysis completed using Pandas7, SciPy8

• EvidentlyAI9 and seaborn10 for data visualisation.

Figure 3.2: Workflow for use of both grammatical encodings.

3.5.1 Conclusion

As a result of this stage of the project I aim to have provided further insight
and explanation for the results found in the initial benchmark analysis section.
Using the method above I hope to analyse specific datasets to investigate
whether it is possible that data from a separate distribution has been used to
create test splits.

6https://huggingface.co/
7https://pandas.pydata.org/
8https://www.scipy.org/
9https://evidentlyai.com/

10https://seaborn.pydata.org/
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4 Results

4.1 Benchmark Analysis

4.1.1 Missing Trees

As discussed in Section 3.3.2, I use the granularity of the POS-trees to see if
there are any POS-trees that are used in the test splits of tasks that were
not encountered within the train split. Table 4.1 shows a breakdown of the
proportion of the POS-trees in the test split which will not be seen by a
model while training on the train split.

Table 4.1: Proportion of POS-trees in test split not present in train splits.
Benchmark Task Proportion of Test Set Missing
GLUE QQP 13%

COLA 23%
WNLI 31%
STSB 33%
QNLI 43%
RTE 65%
SST 80%
MRPC 89%

———– ———– ——————————–
SuperGLUE MultiRC 4%

COPA 25%
WSC 27%
WiC 35%
BoolQ 58%
ReCoRD 67%
RTE 80%
CB 82%
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4.1.2 Initial Drift Investigation

POS-Tree Comparisons

When comparing the POS-tree counts of train and test splits, for each tree
I assign a share value for the two splits. This share value represents the
proportion of the split that were encoded to the given POS-tree. Then I
find the difference between the two share values to represent the shift in
proportional representation. In Table 4.2 I show the sum of these differences
on a task-by-task basis.

Table 4.2: Proportion differences of POS-trees between train and test sets.
Benchmark Task Total Tree Share Diff (2 dp.)
GLUE QQP 0.36

COLA 0.58
STSB 0.66
QNLI 0.81
RTE 0.81
MRPC 0.95
WNLI 0.98
SST 1.23

———– ———– ——————————–
SuperGLUE COPA 0.56

CB 0.89
WiC 0.60
BoolQ 0.79
RTE 0.93
MultiRC 0.95
ReCoRD 0.96
WSC 0.98

As discussed in the representation evaluation (Section 3.2.3), due to the
low frequencies caused by the granularity of the POS-tree representation,
their frequencies are not conducive to traditional statistical analysis. Hence,
I make no statistical conclusions based on the tree share difference values.
However I have included them here to show the relationship between tree
share difference and the statistics found from the SDC representation and to
show how the difference in representation affects the statistics which can be
computed.
Interestingly, QQP has a much lower difference in proportions and amount of
missing trees in the test split. This could be due to the fact that the dataset
is the largest in size by a large margin. Potentially, a large amount of data
points begins to counteract the granularity of the POS-tree. As with a greater
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sample size, you come closer to representing the population grammatical
distribution rather than a sample.
In future, I theorise that the attribute-agnostic POS-tree representation could
have multiple uses. One possible use could complement the behavioural tests
of Checklist [2]. In the introduction, I introduced the idea that it can be
difficult to diagnose the reasons for machine learning models’ shortcomings.
This POS-tree tracking could be used to track which grammatical structures
the model has seen during training and then offer alternatives to test on. This
project aims to present two grammatical encodings of text and the above
results show the POS-tree’s uses to be multi-faceted.

4.1.3 Syntactic-Dependencies

Determining Drift Using SDCs

Given two splits, s1 and s2, which contain data points that have all been
encoded with the SDC grammatical representation, I perform statistical
analysis to determine whether or not s2 is likely to have been drawn from a
separate distribution to s1. The nature of the SDC encoding means that each
syntactic dependency label is associated with a frequency within a given data
point for each textual input. Using the two distributions of SDCs from the two
splits, I perform a two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test [76] with a critical value
of 0.05 for each syntactic dependency label. Formally, the null and alternative
hypotheses are defined in Hypothesis 4.1 and Hypothesis 4.2 respectively.

Hypothesis 4.1. h0, the null hypothesis: both splits have been drawn from
the same distribution and therefore the frequencies of a given dependency
label, l, will be statistically similar in both splits.

Hypothesis 4.2. h1: the splits have not been drawn from the same distri-
bution and so the distribution of l in s2 is different to that of l in s1.

As described in Section 4.1, I test tasks in GLUE and SuperGLUE for data
drift between the train and test splits. For each label, if the p-value from
the Mann-Whitney U test is lower than the critical value of 0.05, I reject the
null hypothesis in favour of the alternative hypothesis and assume that the
frequencies of that label were not drawn from the same distribution. The
larger the number of labels that are deemed out of distribution can therefore
be seen as a greater difference in grammatical distribution between the two
data splits. In Table 4.3 I show the results as a fraction, x

y , where x represents
the total number of labels reported as showing drift between the two splits
(related to any of the task inputs) and y is the total number of possible
dependency labels (45) multiplied by the number of task inputs.
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Table 4.3: Dependency labels with drift.
Benchmark Task Labels with Drift
SuperGLUE RTE 0/90

COPA 5/135
BoolQ 7/90
CB 8/90
WiC 10/90
MNLI (Matched) 25/90
WSC 14/45
MultiRC 68/135
ReCoRD 51/90

———– ———– ——————-
GLUE MRPC 2/90

COLA 9/45
RTE 18/90
WNLI 22/90
STSB 34/90
QNLI 41/90
QQP 44/90
SST-2 31/45

As a control, I also sampled the BookCorpus dataset and performed several
random splits on the data. Each of these random splits was then subject to
the same analysis as the GLUE and SuperGLUE tasks underwent. Over 1000
different splits, the number of labels with drift between splits has a mean
value of 3.56 out of 45 labels and a standard distribution of 2.31. This means
that only 2 SuperGLUE tasks and 1 GLUE task contain official splits that
contain the same or less grammatical distribution than a single source, but
grammatically diverse dataset.
During intermediary stages, I used EvidentlyAI’s dashboard for visual inspec-
tion of the dependency drift. See Figure 4.1 for an example.

4.1.4 Conclusion

The share differences in POS-trees were not different enough for any of the
subtasks to indicate an out-of-distribution problem. This is likely due to the
fact that because the granularity of the POS-tree structure makes it too
sensitive to slight changes such as positional changes as described in 3.2.3.
Hence the proportions of splits made up by similar structures fluctuate greatly
and cause similar results for a variety of tasks.
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Figure 4.1: Snippet from the EvidentlyAI dashboard visualisation distribution
difference in SST-2 train and test splits.

However, the distribution drift detected with the SDC representation is
significant, showing that all tasks except one contain some grammatical
distribution change between train and test splits. This also highlights how
the use cases for each representation differ.

4.2 Investigating Detected Drift

In this section of the results chapter, I explore the possibility that the differ-
ences in grammatical distribution found in the previous results section were
not the result of random shuffling.

4.2.1 Recreating Splits

Based on the results from the initial drift investigation I analyse a subset of the
tasks further. The first step I take is to follow the recreating splits procedure
I outlined in Section 3.4.1. I merge the splits and shuffle before recalculating
the number of labels with drift repeatedly. This stage is repeated 500 times
so that I can utilise the central limit theorem (CLT) [77]. This means that I
can create a maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) to fit the data to a normal
distribution and the large number of repetitions increases the effectiveness
of both CLT and MLE [78]. Given an estimated normal distribution, I am
able to estimate the probability that the initial drift was caused by chance. If
this probability is below a critical value, 0.01, it suggests that the split was
manufactured in a certain way to contain out of distribution data such as
by including data from another source in the test split. Formally, the null
and alternative hypotheses are defined in Hypothesis 4.3 and Hypothesis 4.4
respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of number of dependency labels calculated as showing
grammatical distribution drift between random splits by task (Left:
GLUE; Right: SuperGLUE)
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Hypothesis 4.3. h0, The null hypothesis: the difference in grammatical
distribution found between the official test split and train splits is drawn from
the same distribution as randomly shuffling the data.

Hypothesis 4.4. h1, the alternative hypothesis: the difference in grammat-
ical distribution was the result of non-random splitting and suggests that the
splits have been engineered to demonstrate a difference.

Table 4.4: Hypothesis testing for shuffled splits.
Benchmark Task P-Value Accept/Reject H0

SuperGLUE RTE 2.65×10−02 Accept
COPA 1.56×10−01 Accept
BoolQ 1.14×10−01 Accept
CB 7.13×10−02 Accept
WiC 6.18×10−08 Reject
WSC 4.66×10−19 Reject
MultiRC 8.76×10−76 Reject
ReCoRD 1.68×10−38 Reject

———– ———– ———————— ———————
GLUE MRPC 8.12×10−02 Accept

COLA 4.05×10−06 Reject
RTE 1.58×10−05 Reject
WNLI 1.05×10−24 Reject
STSB 2.43×10−21 Reject
QNLI 1.98×10−39 Reject
QQP 5.11×10−30 Reject
SST-2 4.70×10−51 Reject

4.3 Discussion

4.3.1 Task Specific Findings

WNLI and WSC

Some of the largest train-test split distribution differences appear in the
WNLI and WSC subtasks. Both of these tasks are tasks based on the same
Winograd Schema Challenge datasets. During the re-splitting stage of my
method, I found that it was almost impossible to recreate alternative splits
with such great differences in grammatical distribution. This is explained
by Kocijan et al. [79] who explain that the subset of Winograd Schema
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Challenge datasets used to create these subtasks was split in such a way that
the test split includes a previously unreleased set of Winograd Schemas.

QQP

The GLUE splits of the Quora-Question Pairs dataset are the same as the
original authors [57]. Interestingly, the authors of GLUE comment that the
test split of QQP has a different label distribution to the train split similarly
to MRPC. However, the results from my initial benchmark analysis and the
split recreation stage show that despite the label distribution difference, the
train splits of MRPC do not show a substantial difference in grammatical
distribution to the test splits while QQP does. Equally, the official MRPC
splits are statistically likely to have been drawn from random shuffling while
QQP is not.

CoLA

The findings from analysing CoLA present an unexpected combination of
results. My results show that the official CoLA splits do not contain a
substantial difference in grammatical distribution. However, the difference in
distribution has been shown to be statistically different to the splits of data
if they were randomly shuffled. The test split of the Corpus of Linguistic
Acceptability task publicly contains out-of-domain data [70] where out-of-
domain data is data drawn from different linguistics publications. All of the
data, whether reserved as out-of-domain or not, is analysed for linguistic
acceptability to find labels for the task during which, several categories of
sentences are removed. This cleansing combined with the restricted use of
linguistic publications as a source of data could be the reason for such a low
difference in grammatical distribution despite the reserved out-of-domain sub-
split. The out-of-domain sources were chosen as a result of randomly selecting
the sources until the sum of their sizes exceeds 750. The presence of a reserved
sub-split equally confirms the findings that the splits were statistically tested
to not have been drawn from a random shuffling procedure.

4.3.2 Validity and Relevance

Concerning the validity of the results presented in this section, there are a
few notable points. Firstly, the control test on the BookCorpus does provide
a baseline to compare the tasks to. However, the mere fact that it produces
out of distribution syntactic labels despite being from one data source raises
a point of discussion. I hypothesise that the cause of this small change
in distribution is because, despite the fact that the data is from one data
source, the data is not grammatically controlled. While in tasks such as
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question-answering tasks, a ‘question’ attribute is much more likely to remain
within a given grammatical distribution rather than a free text attribute.
Potentially, the method requires a form of calibration to decide how strictly
the grammar should remain within a specific distribution.
The second stage of the analysis, when calculating the probability that the
splits were created through random shuffling is the most novel part of the
method. There are several methods apart from random shuffling which can
be used to create train/test splits. However, alternative methods such as
leave-one-out, K-fold cross-validation and stratified sampling should equally
not result in grammatical distribution difference unless there is a relationship
between grammatical distribution and labels in the data. In which case, this
method would bring attention to the fact that whatever method is being
used could be restricting the model based on an unintended grammatical
relationship. Overall, I believe that the significance of the second stage lies in
the ability to raise awareness of possibly unintended grammatical distribution
drift between datasets.
Including out of domain data in test splits is a complicated matter. The
benchmarks analysed in this project are aimed to evaluate state of the art
general language models. Due to the dominance of pre-training models at the
time of writing, it is hard to argue that models which have been fine-tuned on
the task-specific train splits will have never seen the grammatical constructs
used in the test split unless the test split is the result of extreme adversarial
dataset generation. Tasks such as the Winograd Schema Challenge in fact,
require that the model has prerequisite knowledge to succeed by requiring
that the model makes decisions based on a general understanding of the
world we live in.
Ultimately, to come closer to knowing whether we impede a model’s per-
formance by introducing grammatical distribution drift between splits would
require an investigation of its own with fewer restrictions on computational
power.

4.3.3 Conclusion

The GLUE and SuperGLUE benchmarks contain a varying amount of difference
in grammatical distributions between official train and test splits. It is also
clear that some tasks reserve data from different sources for test splits. Both
of these conclusive findings have been confirmed individually in publications
either by authors of the tasks, benchmarks or researchers who have analysed
the datasets separately.
These results show how I have completed the aims of the project by suc-
cessfully using the grammatical encodings presented to perform grammatical
distribution drift analysis.
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4.4 Dependency Analysis

Having analysed the grammatical distribution differences by grouping all of
the syntactic dependency labels combined together, I break down the labels
to see if certain syntactic dependencies are more commonly the cause of
distribution drift than others.

4.4.1 Common OOD Syntactic Dependency Labels

Firstly, I iterate through the features which were recorded as being out of
grammatical distribution between the official train and test splits. Then I
group the features based on the syntactic dependency label they represent.
The frequencies of each label is displayed in Figure 4.3.
It is clear from the bar chart that the most commonly out of domain syntactic
dependency label is ‘PUNCT’. This could be because punctuation such
as commas, and quotation marks can be used to create more complex
grammatical structures and hyphens can be used to create compound nouns.
Even though the encoded SDCs could be used to perform a much more
in-depth analysis into the relationships between specific syntactic dependency
labels in this context, it remains outside the scope of this project and would
likely require a project of its own with a greater emphasis on linguistics rather
than machine learning.

4.4.2 Conclusion

In this section, I present a small insight into the results found in this project
from a task-agnostic perspective, focusing solely on the frequencies and
relationships between out-of-grammatical distribution syntactic dependency
labels. Importantly, these results are proof of the flexibility of the SDC
encoding to complement its use in statistical analysis.
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Figure 4.3: GLUE: Out of distribution syntactic dependency labels in official
task splits.
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5 Project Conclusion

At the beginning of this project, I set out to use grammatical distribution
analysis to present a novel method for detecting distribution drift between
textual sources. To demonstrate this, I used the method on benchmarks
which are used to evaluate state of the art NLP general language models. I
have statistically shown that several of the subtasks contain a substantial
difference in grammatical distribution between official train and test splits.
Given computational restrictions, I can confidently say that I achieve the
goals I set out at the beginning of the project. I present two different ways
to represent the grammatical distributions of NLP datasets and provided a
suitable evaluation of the two different representations. To showcase the
features of both representations, I include results that add context and provide
a greater understanding of the datasets discussed while presenting further
use cases for both encodings.
Then I use these representations to evaluate the train/test split distributions
of the tasks in GLUE and SuperGLUE, popular NLP benchmarks. Following
the initial distribution drift investigation, I also use a novel method to provide
insight into the way the datasets have been constructed.

Future Work

There are several directions that future work could take following on from the
work in this project. Equipped with more powerful computational resources,
one area which would greatly complement this work would be a test involving
the fine-tuning of one or more state of the art language models in their base
configuration on different split configurations. This could be combined with
the analysis of how the splits differ in grammatical distribution to see how
grammatical distribution drift affects model performance if at all.
Conversely, a full study of methods use to encode grammatical distributions
in datasets could also bring further insight. It would allow investigations
such as those conducted during this project to become more commonplace
and therefore increase the attention given to linguistic attributes during NLP
research which often is discarded in search for pure semantic meaning.
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Table 5.1: GLUE and SuperGLUE tasks used during the project1.
Benchmark Task Full Title
GLUE QQP Quora Question Pairs

QNLI Question NLI
SST The Stanford Sentiment Treebank
COLA The Corpus of Linguistic Acceptability
STSB Semantic Textual Similarity Benchmark
RTE Recognizing Textual Entailment
MRPC Microsoft Research Paraphrase Corpus
WNLI Winograd NLI

———– ———– ——————————–
SuperGLUE COPA Choice of Plausible Alternatives

CB CommitmentBank
WiC Words in Context
BoolQ BoolQ
RTE Recognizing Textual Entailment
MultiRC Multi-Sentence Reading Comprehension
ReCoRD Reading Comprehension with Commonsense
WSC The Winograd Schema Challenge

Table 5.2: List of syntactic dependency labels used by the SpaCy EN Trans-
former Model.
Tag Label Syntactic Dependency
acl clausal modifier of noun (adjectival clause)
advcl adverbial clause modifier
advmod adverbial modifier
agent agent
amod adjectival modifier
appos appositional modifier
attr attribute
aux auxiliary

1See [57] and [58] for details regarding the GLUE and SuperGLUE specific implementations
of the tasks.
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Tag Label Syntactic Dependency
auxpass auxiliary (passive)
case case marking
cc coordinating conjunction
ccomp clausal complement
compound compound
conj conjunct
csubj clausal subject
csubjpass clausal subject (passive)
dative dative
dep unclassified dependent
det determiner
dobj direct object
expl expletive
intj interjection
mark marker
meta meta modifier
neg negation modifier
nmod modifier of nominal
npadvmod noun phrase as adverbial modifier
nsubj nominal subject
nsubjpass nominal subject (passive)
nummod numeric modifier
oprd object predicate
parataxis parataxis
pcomp complement of preposition
pobj object of preposition
poss possession modifier
preconj pre-correlative conjunction
predet None
prep prepositional modifier
prt particle
punct punctuation
quantmod modifier of quantifier
relcl relative clause modifier
xcomp open clausal complement
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Figure 5.1: Box and whisker plot of a subset of SuperGLUE tasks.

Figure 5.2: Box and whisker plot of a subset of GLUE tasks.
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